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Abstract:  

The effective diffusion properties of a gas diffusion layer (GDL) made of the assembly of a  

fibrous gas diffusion medium (GDM) and a microporous layer (MPL) are characterized from 

numerical simulations on reconstructed images obtained from combining micro X-ray 

computed tomography and focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM). 

Using a multiscale approach, the MPL effective diffusion tensor is characterized from the FIB-

SEM reconstructed 3D images considering Knudsen and Fickian diffusions. The GDM-MPL 

assembly effective through-plane diffusion coefficient is computed via a mixed approach 

combing a continuum description for the MPL and the explicit consideration of the MPL cracks 

and GDM fibers. The impact of cracks in the MPL is thus evaluated. A diffusive resistance 

model is developed to evaluate the impact of the MPL penetration into the GDM and the impact 

of the GDM compressibility.  

 

Key words: PEMFC, MPL, GDL, GDM, X-ray tomography, FIB-SEM, diffusion tensor, 
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1. Introduction 

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) are one of the most promising 

technologies as power source for use in a wide range of applications in the context of the 

energy transition and the deployment of clean energy systems. Nevertheless, improvements in 

terms of performance, durability and cost effectiveness must be achieved. This can be expected 

from improved design of an elementary cell and its components. The properties of the various 
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components are therefore of paramount importance in this context. In relation with the water 

management, a key issue in the operation of PEMFC [1], it has been shown that inserting a 

microporous layer (MPL) between the gas diffusion medium (GDM) and the catalyst layer 

(CL) improves the performance [2-9]. As pointed out in [10], the improvement brought by the 

MPL is, however, not fully understood. A possible positive impact of the MPL is to prevent 

the liquid water forming by condensation in the GDM [11, 12] to reach the catalyst layer and 

to block the reaction sites. It has also been argued that the MPL might reduce the saturation in 

the GDM by reducing the number of liquid pathways through the GDM [13, 14, 15, 16]. The 

MPL might also act as a capillary barrier for the liquid water forming in the catalyst layer, 

which would be favorable for the membrane hydration, e.g. [17]. Inserting a MPL might also 

be beneficial in reducing the thermal and electrical contact resistances between the GDM and 

the catalyst layer [18]. Also, cracks are generally present in the MPL. However, the role of the 

cracks in the performance improvement due to the MPL is still unclear. Cracks might provide 

preferential liquid water pathways limiting the number of liquid water entry points in the GDM, 

which could be beneficial to the oxygen access toward the cathode catalyst layer. On the other 

hand, it has been reported that cracks might degrade the performance [19, 20]. In this context, 

characterizing the MPL, the GDM and the MPL-GDM assembly in terms of structure and 

properties is a natural step in order to better understand the impact of the MPL and the MPL-

GDM assembly. As reviewed for instance in [21], numerous studies have been performed to 

characterize the properties of various GDLs with or without MPL. However, as pointed out in 

[22], the studies allowing to differentiate the impact of the GDM and the MPL are much scarce. 

A reason is that the mean pore size in the MPL is in the submicronic range (on the order of a 

hundred of nanometers) whereas the pore size in the GDM are much bigger (on the order of a 

few tens of micrometers). As exemplified in [22], analyzing the GDM-MPL assembly then 

imposes to combine various techniques when the characterization is sought from high-

resolution 3-D imaging techniques, a powerful and increasingly used approach to characterize 

porous materials [23], [24]. In this work, the GDM-MPL assembly is characterized by 

combining focused ion beam –scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) [24] and X-ray 

computed tomography (XCT) [23]. The MPL is characterized via FIB-SEM thanks to the high 

resolution achievable with this technique with voxel size of 5 nm whereas the GDM fibrous 

material and the cracks in the MPL are characterized via XCT with 1 μm voxel size. Using 

FIB-SEM combined or not with XCT to characterize the MPL or the GDM-MPL assembly is 

not a novelty. In [25], MPL digital images were obtained via FIB-SEM and MPL permeability 

and tortuosity were determined from Lattice Boltzmann Model (LBM) simulations. However, 
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the numerical simulations were restricted to the MPL. Furthermore, the cracks were not 

characterized, nor considered in the simulations. A more comprehensive characterization study 

of the GDM-MPL assembly combining FIB-SEM and XCT was developed by Wargo et al. 

[22]. However, Knudsen diffusion was not considered and only the through-plane direction 

was considered in the characterization of the diffusive transport. FIB-SEM imaging was also 

used in [26] to characterize the MPL. Only the MPL was characterized. The MPL effective 

diffusion coefficient was determined but only in the through-plane direction and the impact of 

the cracks was not considered. FIB-SEM and XCT were also combined in [27] to characterize 

the GDM and the MPL microstructures. The tortuosity was characterized using a random walk 

method. However, the cracks in the MPL were not considered and no direct numerical 

simulations considering the Knudsen diffusion were performed. In [28], MPL digital 3-D 

images were obtained using a dedicated nano-scale X-ray computed tomography technique. 

Only a crack-free MPL subdomain was considered. By contrast to these studies, the MPL, 

GDM and the GDM-MPL assembly with full consideration of the MPL cracks are considered 

in the present work. The effective oxygen diffusion tensor of the MPL is computed considering 

Knudsen and Fick diffusion. The through-plane diffusive property of the GDM-MPL assembly 

is characterized with a special attention devoted to the impact of MPL cracks. All the 

computations are performed considering dry media, i.e. in the absence of liquid water in the 

pores.   

The paper is organized as follows. The imaging of the MPL and the GDM-MPL assembly via 

FIB-SEM and XCT is presented in Section 2. The numerical methodology used to compute 

the effective diffusion properties is presented in Section 3. Results of simulations are presented 

in Section 4. A discussion is proposed in Section 5. Section 6 consists of the main conclusions 

of the study. 

 

2. MPL FIB-SEM and GDM-MPL XCT imaging 

A Sigracet®SGL 22BB sample was selected to perform the study and analyze the MPL, the 

GDM and the GDM-MPL assembly.  

 

2.1 MPL microstructure via FIB-SEM  

3D FIB-SEM data was acquired on a Zeiss Crossbeam 550. For the MPL, a volume of 10 µm 

by 10 µm by 7.5 µm was imaged with pixel size of 5 nm and inter-slices distance of 5 nm too, 

resulting in cubic voxel of 5x5x5 nm3. The FIB milling was done at 30kV with a current of 

700 pA, and electron column was operated at 1.2 kV and 1 nA. Images from InLens and SE2 
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detectors were acquired simultaneously. Image processing before segmentation included slice-

to-slice alignment, homogenization of contrast/brightness in all three directions, correction of 

curtaining effect and resampling in z direction to correct for non-homogeneous inter-slice 

distances during milling and imaging. These steps were done thanks to homemade python 

scripts based on usual image processing python libraries (e.g. numpy, scikit-image…). 

Segmentation was done thanks to machine learning based on random forest classifier with 

ilastik software [29] using the ‘pixel classification’ workflow. The annotation and training 

phase was done on a sub-volume of 192 x 196 x 400 pixels.  

The 3D segmented image of the MPL microstructure obtained via FIB-SEM is shown in Figure 

1a. In order to characterize the heterogeneity of the sample, the image is partitioned in adjacent 

cubes of size L.  The MPL porosity is characterized by computing the void volume fraction in 

each cube. This operation is performed varying the cube side length between 250 nm and the 

image full size (7.5 µm x 10 µm x 10 µm). The obtained results are shown in Fig.1b and 

illustrate the heterogeneous nature of the MPL. The porosity varies from one cube to the other 

for all cubic block sizes considered suggesting that a representative averaging volume (REV) 

can be hardly identified in the considered range of sizes. However, the variance of the porosity 

results for each cube size decreases monotonously with increasing cube size. This is in favour 

of the emergence of some REV, which should not be far from the full sample size, given the 

observed variance decreasing rate. The MPL porosity for the entire image is 0.71, which is 

significantly larger than the MPL porosity of 0.42 reported in [22] for the SGL 10BC and the 

value of 0.5 reported in [28] for the SGL 24BC. The value of 0.71 is in very good agreement 

with the value of 0.69±0.03 reported in [10] for the microporosity of the same GDL, i.e. a SGL 

22 BB. In accordance with [10], it is concluded here that the MPL microporosity considered 

in some previous studies [30-33] for Sigracet® materials was too low. In this respect, it is 

interesting to notice that the characterization technique used in [10] is X-ray tomographic 

microscopy, and not FIB-SEM. The fact that both techniques leads to comparable results is 

interpreted as a good signal of result consistency.  

The MPL pore size distribution is characterized with the image analysis toolbox Porespy [34] 

using the Maximum Sphere Inscription (MSI) method. The mean pore diameter is about 150 

nm, which is about half the mean pore size reported in [10] for the SGL 10BC from the chord 

length distribution and about twice the average pore size (90 nn) reported in [28] for the SGL 

24BC but similar to the mean pore size reported in [26] for a Johnson Matthey MPL [25].  
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                                        (a) 

 

     (b) 

 

      (c) 

Fig.1. (a) 3D segmented FIB-SEM image of the MPL, (solid phase in black, pore space in light 

grey) (b) MPL porosity as a function of averaging volume (see text), (c) MPL pore size 

distribution. 
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2.2 GDM-MPL assembly via XCT 

The body of the MPL matrix being characterized through the FIB-SEM techniques, µm-size 

structures (cracks, GDM) have been characterized using XCT. To this end, samples were 3D-

scanned using a Phoenix Nanotom tomograph, at high spatial resolution, with an isotropic 

voxel size of 1 µm. Two triangular pieces of the GDM-MPL assembly were cut with a chisel 

and inserted in a glass capillary tube with a 2 mm inner diameter. Two pieces of GDM-MPL 

assembly were used in order to have a high-enough contrast during the alignment procedure 

of the capillary tube, source and flat panel detector, which relies on live visualizations of X-

ray radiographs. Only the top part of the samples, which stood slightly above the capillary tube 

top end, was exposed to the X-ray beam and thus 3D scanned. Image acquisition was 

performed at a 50 kV voltage and 275 µA amperage. 1440 radiographies were taken with an 

exposure time of 1000 ms and 4 frames averaging for a total scan time of around 2 hours. 

Correction of ring artefacts and reconstruction was performed using Phoenix Datos|X software 

and tomographic slices were exported for further image processing. Avizo software was then 

use to denoise the tomographic slides (using a 3D non local mean filtering algorithm) and to 

segment them, i.e. to separate the different constitutive materials. 

The resolution of the XCT image (~1 μm) does not allow to capture the sub-micronic pores in 

the MPL but allows to capture the GDM-MPL microstructure with an overall size adequate to 

characterize the GDM fibrous material, the “diffuse” MPL-GDM interface, and the crack 

network in the MPL. The 3D image of the GDM-MPL assembly obtained via XCT is illustrated 

in Fig.2.  The MPL is shown in red and the GDM in green in Fig.2. 

Cracks in the MPL are clearly visible in Fig.2. The crack pattern is similar to those reported in 

previous works, e.g. [10, 34-37]. In agreement with previous works, i.e. [35], the majority of 

these cracks are traversing the MPL thickness as illustrated in Figure 2e. The mean crack width 

in the image shown in Fig.2f is 14 µm whereas the mean in-plane distance between cracks is 

196 µm. These lengths, illustrated in Fig. 2f,  correspond to maximum inscribed circles in the 

cracks or in the regions between cracks determined using Porespy [34]. The corresponding 

distributions are shown in Fig.2f. 

The porosity of the fibrous material, i.e. the GDM, is estimated as 0.88, which is consistent 

with previous works, e.g. [22], for uncompressed GDL whereas the porosity of the GDM-MPL 

assembly is 0.81. This value is obtained from the XCT image assigning the value 0.71 

(obtained from the FIB-SEM image) to the MPL voxels in the XCT image. As shown in Fig. 

2f, the pore sizes in the GDM determined using Porespy [34] are of a few tens of micrometers, 

which is also consistent with previous works, e.g. [22], and about 2-3 orders of magnitude 
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larger than in the MPL (Fig.1c). 

 

(f) 

Fig.2. a) Cross-section image of the GDM-MPL assembly extracted from XCT analysis, b) 

segmented 2D image of the GDM – MPL assembly with the MPL in red and the GDM in 

green, c) 3D rendering of the GDM-MPL assembly, d) 3D rendering of the GDM, e) side view 

showing traversing cracks, f) GDM-MPL assembly macro-porosity variation in the through-

plane direction (i.e. along the z direction shown in Fig. 2e). Insets: crack width distribution, 

distribution of in-plane distance between cracks, image of MPL cracks, GDM pore size 
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distribution and image of the GDM fibrous medium.  

Fig.2f also shows the variation of the macro-porosity in the through-plane direction. The 

macro-porosity is the porosity determined in successive slices of thickness 1 µm (the XCT 

image voxel size) from the XCT images. The MPL matrix is considered as a solid phase in 

these images. Hence, the porosity of the MPL matrix is not included in the macro-porosity. 

The latter corresponds to the cracks in the MPL and the void space between the fibers in the 

GDM. Note that the XCT image includes a zone free of MPL (zone corresponding to z 

approximately smaller than 30 µm in Fig.2f.). The plateau for 50�� ≤ � ≤ 90�� in Fig.2f 

corresponds to the cracks in the MPL. This plateau is consistent with the fact that the cracks 

are weakly tortuous crossing the MPL. The zone further on the right in Fig.2f corresponds to 

the GDM.  

 

3 Oxygen diffusion numerical computation 

The objective is to characterize the diffusion property of the MPL-GDM assembly from 

numerical simulations on the 3D-images. Due to the quite large difference in the pore sizes 

between the GDM and the MPL a fully direct approach over the computational domain 

illustrated in Fig.2c is not doable (using the FIB-SEM voxel (~of size 5 nm) as elementary 

computational control volume, the direct computation over the domain shown in Fig.2c would 

correspond to a much too large computational domain with more than 10
� grid points !). For 

this reason, the solution is sought via a multiscale approach.  The effective diffusion tensor is 

first computed for the MPL matrix, i.e. the MPL crack free region, which corresponds to the 

3D image obtained via FIB-SEM (Fig. 1a). The obtained data are then used to perform the 

computation over the GDM-MPL assembly image obtained via XCT (Fig.2c), thus considering 

the MPL on the GDM surface and the fraction of the MPL that has penetrated between the 

GDM fibers. At the scale of the GDM-MPL assembly, the MPL is therefore considered as a 

continuum material containing a discrete network of cracks.  

 

3.1 Pore scale diffusion transport governing equation  

In the absence of chemical reaction and other mechanisms that could enhance the 

multicomponent character of the diffusion process, it is acceptable to describe the oxygen 

transport by diffusion at the pore scale through the Fickian diffusion equation   

 

��� = ∇. (�(��∇��          (1) 
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where c is the oxygen concentration and D is the local diffusion coefficient. Given the small 

pore sizes in the MPL, Knudsen diffusion [38] must be considered in conjunction with Fick’s 

diffusion. As in several previous works, e.g. [39] and references therein, our approach is based 

on the Bosanquet relation [40] combining the molecule-wall and molecule-molecule 

interactions according to the formula, 

�(�� = 
������� ��� ��           (2) 

where �!"#$ is the bulk diffusion coefficient and �%&  is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient. 

The latter is expressed as 

�%& = '() *+,-./           (3) 

where R, M, T, dp are the ideal gas constant, molar mass, temperature and pore diameter, 

respectively. A first hint on the significance of Knudsen diffusion can be gained from the 

computation of the Knudsen number,  

 01 = ℓ'(        (4) 

where ℓ =  ,-√4.'56�7 89: is the mean free path (P is the pressure, ;<=# is the molecular diameter 

and >? is the Avogadro number). As illustrated in Figure 3a, the Maximum Sphere Inscription 

(MSI) method is used to determine the local pore diameter ;@ using Porespy [34]. The method, 

e.g. [41], consists in determining for each pore voxel the maximum sphere radius that can 

include this voxel. This leads to segment the pore space into a set of several spheres of different 

characteristic length (diameter).  

Fig.3b shows the variation of the Knudsen number so obtained for standard PEMFC operating 

conditions (P ~1.5 bar,  T ~ 80°C). As can be seen, the Knudsen number is lower than 1 except 

in a few pores in the MPL, where Kn can be on the order of 1.2. According to [42], the 

Bosanquet formula Eq. (2) can be used with some confidence in this range of Knudsen number, 

based on Molecular Dynamics simulations for one dimensional channels. Nevertheless, doubts 

subsist about the accuracy of the approach for complex pore structures. Addressing this 

problem would require heavy MD simulations, which are beyond the scope of the present 

work. This must be kept in mind when discussing the results. Only significant differences can 

be considered as non-questionable. It is important to notice that the non-negligible values of 

the Knudsen number in the MPL make the coefficient �(�� in Eq.(1) dependent on the 

considered location in the pore space.  
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         (a) 

 

                (b) 

Fig. 3. (a) Local pore size radius in a MPL sub-sample from MSI method (solid phase in light 

grey, inscribed spheres in pore space in color), (b) Knudsen number distribution in MPL and 
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GDM for P = 1.5 bar and T = 353 K.   

3.2 Upscaled diffusion transport governing equation in MPL matrix (outside the cracks) 

According to the volume averaging method [43], the upscaled diffusion transport governing 

equation reads,  

A �B�� = ∇. (ACDEE . ∇F�        (5) 

Where A is the MPL local porosity and CDEE is the effective diffusion tensor; F can be 

interpreted as the intrinsic average concentration over the averaging volume, see [43] for more 

details. Within the framework of the volume averaging method, the derivation of Eq.(5) is 

associated with the use of a small parameter, which is the ratio of the averaging volume size 

to the size of the porous medium domain (the MPL here) or equivalently with the existence of 

a representative elementary volume (REV) whose size is small compared to the porous 

medium size. In this respect, based on the results on the porosity shown in Fig.1b, the validity 

of Eq.(5) can be questioned since no clear REV can be inferred from these results. This is a 

common situation encountered when dealing with heterogeneous materials [44, 45]. Following 

these approaches, resolution of diffusion problems at the MPL scale is carried out by a grid-

block technique, which can be described as follows: Eq. (5) is resolved over a coarse numerical 

grid with effective diffusion tensors calculated for every grid-block based on a finer description 

of the structure. Because of the lack of true REV size, one can play with the coarse grid-block 

size to control the accuracy of the simulation. There are many advantages to this method since 

one does not try to homogenize the entire MPL domain. Sub-grid-block size heterogeneity 

effects are incorporated in every gridblock effective tensor, while coarse-scale heterogeneity 

effects are kept, thus, for instance, allowing to reproduce some abnormal (non-Fickian) 

diffusion effects induced by these heterogeneities. Incidentally, but this is very important on a 

practical basis, fine calculations are only carried out on the subgrid-blocks, thus limiting the 

need for huge computational resources. This grid-block approach can be reproduced 

sequentially, if needed because of computational requirements. In our case, as for the porosity 

characterization (Section 2), the grid-block step consists in partitioning the MPL matrix digital 

image in adjacent cubic blocks of equal size L. In the next section, we explain how the effective 

diffusion tensor is computed for a given cubic block. 

 

3.3 Effective diffusion tensor computation over a block. 

A somewhat commonly used approach to determine an effective property in one direction 

(often the through-plane direction in PEMFC component characterization) is to impose 
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Dirichlet conditions, i.e. uniform concentrations over the inlet and outlet computational 

domain limiting surfaces perpendicular to the considered direction and spatially periodic 

boundary conditions in the lateral directions, e.g. [22, 26].  

 

 

Fig.4. a) Sketch of direct numerical simulations with inlet-outlet concentration difference 

applied in the x-direction. b) fictitious continuum medium equivalent block, (c)  and (d) 

diffusive flux field in a simulation using Bamberger boundary condition (c) or zero-flux 

boundary condition (d).   

 

However, the MPL 3D image (Fig. 1a) or a sub-block extracted from the image are not spatially 

periodic and do not necessarily correspond to a spherical effective diffusion tensor. The image 

(or the sub-block) can be rendered spatially periodic [46] but this significantly increases the 

size of the image and also alter the anisotropy properties. For this reason, following [46], 
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spatially periodic boundary conditions are not used in what follows.  

The method for estimating the effective diffusion tensor for a given grid-block is based on the 

following steps: 

1. Perform small-scale simulation on the grid-block with given boundary conditions, 

2. Perform macro-scale simulations on the same geometry, with the same boundary 

conditions, but this case with a homogeneous diffusion tensor. The effective diffusion tensor 

will be estimated in order to reproduce the average fluxes through the block as calculated in 

step 1.  

The procedure is detailed below. Dirichlet conditions are used in one direction (as sketched in 

Fig. 4 with c = c1 at the outlet and c = c2 at the inlet) whereas two types of lateral conditions 

are considered: i) zero-flux conditions, ii) Bamberger conditions [47]. As explained in [46], 

the Bamberger condition consists in imposing a constant concentration gradient along the 

lateral walls, i.e. a linear variation between c2 and c1 along the lateral walls. This condition 

imposes less constraint on the computed concentration field, and therefore less biases on the 

computed effective property. This is illustrated in Figs. 4c and 4d showing two slices of 

diffusion flux isolines from two simulations, one with zero-flux boundary condition and the 

other with Bamberger boundary condition. Differences are clearly visible near the lateral 

boundaries. The diffusion flux can be non-aligned with the lateral boundaries in the case of the 

Bamberger condition whereas the alignment is forced with the zero-flux condition. Both 

boundary conditions have been tested. Tests show that both boundary conditions lead to quite 

close results in our case in terms of effective diffusion tensors. The conclusion is that the 

effective diffusion tensor can be computed considering indifferently both lateral conditions, at 

least in the case of the MPL considered in the present work. 

The steady-state version of Eq.(1) together with the boundary conditions discussed previously 

is solved using the LaplacianFoam solver of the open source CFD software OPENFOAM. 

Note that the fact that oxygen diffusion does not occur in the solid phase is taken into account 

via a penalization technique consisting in imposing a very low value of the diffusion coefficient 

in the solid phase (~10-9 m2/s, which is 104 smaller that the diffusion coefficient in the pores). 

Once the pore scale concentration field c is obtained, the average diffusive flux over the 

computational domain is computed as 

〈H〉 = 
J K (−�(M�∇�� ;NJO       (6) 

where N is the volume of the computational domain and NE is the volume occupied by the pore 

space in V.  
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Then, the effective diffusion tensor must be determined according to Step 2 described above. 

This step requires that the effective diffusion tensor is estimated so as to reproduce the micro-

scale average fluxes. In principle, one should solve Eq. (5) and use some optimization method 

to estimate CDEE. However, approximate methods are available to avoid such an optimization 

method. They are based on approximate solutions of diffusion over the block in the case of a 

homogenoeus effective diffusion tensor. Let us start with the Bamberger conditions. There is 

a simple analytical solution that corresponds to homogeneous diffusion in a slab of infinite 

lateral extent. The macro-scale concentration gradient, ∇C, is uniform, as well as the macro-

scale flux, J. The components of the effective diffusion tensor are then determined by 

expressing that the average flux given by Eq. (6) must be equal to the macroscopic diffusion 

flux, namely  P = −ACDEE. ∇F =  〈H〉       (7) 

For the configuration illustrated in Fig.4, the macroscopic gradient ∇F corresponds to ∇F =
�Q7RS  TU , where TU is the unit vector in the direction of x and Hx is the dimension of the 

computational domain in the x direction. From Eq.(7),  this leads to the following relationships 

�DEEUU =  − RSV(�Q7� 〈WU〉       (8) 

�DEEXU =  − RSV(�Q7� 〈WX〉       (9) 

 �DEEYU =  − RSV(�Q7� 〈WY〉       (10) 

The same procedure is applied in the y and z directions, which allows computing all the 

components of tensor CDEE,  

Z�DEEUU �DEEUX �DEEUY�DEEXU �DEEXX �DEEUY�DEEYU �DEEYX �DEEYY
[

\�
= − 
V]�(�Q7� Z^U〈WU〉
 ^X〈WU〉4 Ŷ〈WU〉)^U〈WX〉
 ^X〈WX〉4 Ŷ〈WX〉)^U〈WY〉
 ^X〈WY〉4 Ŷ〈WY〉)[  (11) 

where indices 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the application of the inlet-outlet concentration 

difference (�
 − �4� in the x, y and z directions, respectively. It can be noticed that here ^U 

=^X = Ŷ= _
. 

There is no such an analytical solution for the computations with the zero flux lateral 

conditions. However, the concentration and flux fields far from the lateral boundaries are close 

to the Bamberger solution. Therefore, one will use the same estimation procedure as described 

by Eqs. (11). It must be noticed that these estimations do not impose that the effective tensor 

is symmetric. This is not an inconvenience, as long as the effective tensor is definite positive 

(see discussion in [46]). 
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3.4 Sequential methodology 

Given the MPL image overall size (5.6 billion voxels), it is not numerically efficient to apply 

the procedure presented in Section 3.3 on the whole image owing to the long computational 

times and memory size requirements. As mentioned before, a sequential approach is adopted. 

This avoids very long computation times and, also, allows analyzing the distribution of 

effective coefficients at intermediate Darcy-scales. This is useful to discuss the existence of a 

REV (Representative Elementary Volume), analyze spatial heterogeneities, etc. In this work a 

two scale sequential procedure is developed.  As displayed in Fig. 5, the whole image is 

partitioned into blocks of a chosen size L1. The effective tensor CDEEQ\� is computed for each 

block of size L1 according to the procedure described in Section 3.3 (Eqs. (6-11)). The diffusion 

problem at the scale L2 of the whole image is then formulated as ∇. `A\�(M�CDEEQ\�(M�. ∇Fa = 0.         (12) 

with appropriate boundary conditions. In this approach, the effective diffusion properties 

determined for one block and is porosity are assigned to each point in the considered block.  

Then the procedure to determine the effective diffusion tensor at scale L2 is similar to the one 

described in Section 3.3. Eq. (12) is solved numerically using the same boundary conditions 

as presented in section 3.3 considering successively the directions x, y and z to apply the inlet-

outlet concentration difference (�
 − �4� and the effective tensor components for the whole 

image (scale L2) are determined using relationships similar to Eq.(11), namely 

 

Z�DEEUU �DEEUX �DEEUY�DEEXU �DEEXX �DEEUY�DEEYU �DEEYX �DEEYY
[

\7
= − 
〈V〉bc(�Q7� Z^U〈WU〉
 ^X〈WU〉4 Ŷ〈WU〉)^U〈WX〉
 ^X〈WX〉4 Ŷ〈WX〉)^U〈WY〉
 ^X〈WY〉4 Ŷ〈WY〉)[   (13) 

  

where ^U = 10 µm, ^X =10 µm, Ŷ=7.5 µm (Fig. 1a) and  

〈H〉 = 
J K `−A\�(M�CDEEQ\�(M�. ∇F a;NJ      (14) 

As for the first step (Section 3.3), Eq. (12) is solved using the LaplacienFoam solver in 

OpenFOAM. A structured hexahedral mesh is used proportional to the voxel matrix. A 

subdivision factor allows refining or coarsening the mesh, depending of the size of the blocks. 

Computations are performed using Olympe super-calculator from the regional computational 

center “Calmip”. The typical CPU time is about 400h to obtain the final effective diffusion 

tensor at scale L2. 
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Fig.5.  Two-step sequential approach for the computation of MPL effective diffusion tensor; 

(1) pore-scale, (2) continuum scale L1 for two grid block size 500 nm (top) and 1500 nm 

(bottom) (3) continuum scale L2 

 

4 Results  

The multiscale modeling approach imposes to calculate first the MPL properties (outside the 

cracks) in order to use them in the computation of the MPL-GDM assembly. Therefore, the 

results are presented in two parts. The MPL diffusion properties are presented first and the 

impact of anisotropy and Knudsen diffusion are evaluated. Then, the diffusion properties of 

the GDL with and without MPL are presented. Finally, the results for the GDL-MPL assembly 

are presented and the impact of MPL penetration into the GDL and MPL cracks are 

investigated.  

 

4.1 MPL diffusion properties 

In this section, the methodology described in Sec. 3 is used. 

4.1.1 MPL effective diffusion tensor at block scale L1 

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the MPL effective diffusion tensor is calculated for two block sizes, 

namely 500 µm and 1500 µm. The distribution of the effective diffusivity components for both 
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block sizes is shown in Fig.6 with or without consideration of Knudsen diffusion.  

  

           (a)                                                                    (b) 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

           (c)                                                                     (d) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (e) 

Fig.6. Distribution of the components of MPL effective diffusion tensor, (a) with block size L1 

= 500 nm and without Knudsen diffusion, (b) with block size L1 = 500 nm and with Knudsen 

diffusion, (c) with block size L1 =1500nm and without Knudsen diffusion, (d) with block size 

L1 =1500nm and with Knudsen diffusion. (e) Probability density function of the relative 

diffusivity tensor component  �DEEUUQ\�, for both block sizes, with and without considering 
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Knudsen diffusion 

It can be first noticed that the porosity varies significantly from one block to the other. The 

diagonal components globally increase with the porosity but the spreading of the results for a 

given intermediate porosity is significant when the Knudsen effect is not considered. This is 

another illustration of the lack of REV at this scale. The effective diffusivity tensor non-

diagonal components are quite small compared to the diagonal components (less than 10% for 

the larger block size). The values of the tensor diagonal components are slightly different for 

the considered block sizes, indicating some anisotropy effects. Interestingly, the relatively 

small value of the off-diagonal components suggests that the principal axis are aligned with 

the coordinate axis. The spreading of the results is a bit less for the largest block size but 

remains noticeable.  

As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the impact of Knudsen diffusion is significant. One notice that the 

spreading of the results for a given porosity is much less. Also, the off-diagonal components 

are quite negligible compared to the diagonal components.  

Fig. 6e gives a more detailed view of the first component distribution of the effective 

diffusivity tensor, i.e.  �DEEUUQ\�, for both block sizes. This plot better illustrates the impact of 

Knudsen diffusion with a mean value with Knudsen diffusion that is about half the value 

obtained when only Fick diffusion is considered. Also, it can be seen that there is almost no 

overlap between both distributions for the largest block size considered. This figure also 

illustrates the impact of the block size on the spreading of the distribution. The larger the block 

size, the smaller is the spreading. 

In this paragraph, the computed relative diffusion coefficient at this scale, i.e. 
�dOOSS�]������  is 

compared with the experimental results reported in [27] considering the same pressure (P = 

201 kPa) and temperature (T = 22°C) as in [27].  

As explained in [27], the experimental results were also used to extract the relative diffusion 

coefficient when the Knudsen diffusion is not considered. As can be seen from Fig.7, our 

simulation results are in a quite good agreement with the experimental results of Inoue and al. 

[27] for both cases, with and without consideration of the Knudsen diffusion. It can be noticed 

that the MPLs considered in [27] are from GoreTM and not from SGL. Nevertheless, the results 

are quite comparable in Fig.7. In the absence of Knudsen diffusion, the relative diffusion 

coefficient is classically expressed in terms of tortuosity, i.e. 
�dOOSS�]������ = 
e. In the fuel cells 

literature, the tortuosity f is often estimated using Bruggeman’s relationship, f = AQg.� [48], 

noting that the exponent value 0.5 applies for a medium made of spherical particles [48].  In 
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line with [48], it can be seen that Bruggeman relationship with the exponent -0.5 overestimates 

the relative effective diffusion coefficient.   

 

Fig.7.  Comparison of the evolution of 
V�dOOSS�]������ , i.e. 

Ve , as a function of porosity with 

experiment of [27] at 201 kPa of pressure and a temperature of 22°C and the analytical model 

of Bruggeman.  

 

Nevertheless, it can be seen from Fig.7 that the exponent can be adjusted so as to represent 

reasonably well the data. When the Knudsen diffusion is considered, the exponent actually 

depends on the considered pressure, temperature and gas. It can be also noticed that our 

simulation results with Knudsen diffusion are in quite good agreement with those of Guo et al. 

[49] obtained from a lattice-Boltzmann model on a numerically reconstructed MPL 

microstructure. The following relationship is used in [49] to relate the through plane effective 

diffusion coefficients with or without consideration of Knudsen diffusion,  

�dOOSS�� �dOOSS�hij� = 

�k〈%&〉          (15) 

where l is a numerical factor and 〈01〉 is the average Knudsen number defined as the ratio of 

the gas mean free path to the average pore diameter in the considered block. Adjusting 

parameter l (l = 2.8� leads to the data shown with green stars in Fig.7, in quite good 
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agreement with the pore scale computation data obtained from the direct simulations with 

consideration of the Knudsen diffusion. In agreement with [49], Eq.(15) provides an effective 

analytical model to estimate simply the impact of Knudsen diffusion on the gas effective 

diffusion coefficient. It can be noted however that the adjusted value of the numerical factor l 

is greater than the value reported in [49] (l = 0.9�. This is indication that the value of this 

coefficient depends on the considered nanoporous materials since the MPL microstructure 

studied in [49] is not obtained from FIB-SEM but via a numerical generation procedure.  

 

4.1.2 MPL effective diffusion tensor at scale L2 

Table 1 summarizes the result obtained at the scale of the whole MPL FIB-SEM image (L2 

scale) for both block sizes. Some slight differences can be observed between the results for 

both block sizes but the results are quite close, indicating a quite weak dependence of the 

results with the block size at this scale.  

 Consistently with the results at scale L1, the off-diagonal terms can be considered as negligible. 

A slight anisotropy is still present. However, based on the results shown in Table 1, the 

hypothesis of isotropy commonly considered in the literature is quite reasonable. As for the 

intermediate scale L1, the impact of Knudsen diffusion is significant with a reduction of the 

diagonal component by a factor 0.6 compared to the computation not considering the Knudsen 

diffusion.  

Table 1: MPL effective diffusion tensor relative components o
ep for both block sizes  

 L1 

(nm) 

�DEEUUQ\7�!"#$  
�DEEUXQ\7�!"#$  

�DEEUYQ\7�!"#$  
�DEEXUQ\7�!"#$  

�DEEXXQ\7�!"#$  
�DEEXYQ\7�!"#$  

�DEEYUQ\7�!"#$  
�DEEYXQ\7�!"#$  �DEEYYQ\7�!"#$  

With 

Knudsen 

diffusion 

500 0.45 -0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.49 0.011 0.01 0.012 0.46 

With 

Knudsen 

diffusion 

1500 0.43 -0.012 0.012 -0.012 0.48 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.44 

Without 

Knudsen 

diffusion 

500 0.73 -0.011 0.014 -0.011 0.8 0.021 0.014 0.022 0.75 

Without 

Knudsen 

diffusion 

1500 0.72 -0.012 0.016 -0.012 0.79 0.023 0.016 0.024 0.74 

 

4.2 MPL-GDM assembly 

A rendering of the GDM-MPL assembly 3D image obtained via XCT is shown in Fig.8. In 
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order to determine the porosities and thicknesses of the assembly components, various limiting 

surfaces were defined as sketched in Fig.8.  

 

 (a)  

 

(b)  

Fig. 8. a) Illustration of multiscale approach combining FIB-SEM (MPL matrix) and X-ray 

tomography images (GDM-MPL assembly) . The MPL 3D cracks network and the penetration 

of MPL (in red) in GDM (in green) are visible in the X-ray tomography images. b) Sketch of 

the various layers and equivalent resistance model. Expressions of the various resistances are 

given in Table 3.  
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In Fig.8, ℓ
 is the thickness of the GDM region free of MPL: ℓ
 is the vertical distance between 

first fiber (bottom) and average position of MPL bottom surface. The thickness of the GDM-

MPL overlap region is denoted by ℓ4: ℓ4 is the vertical distance between the most advanced 

fiber and the average position of MPL bottom surface. The thickness of the MPL region free 

of fibers is ℓ): ℓ) is the vertical distance between the most advanced fiber and the average 

position of MPL top surface. A horizontal reference plane is defined at some distance from the 

MPL top surface to facilitate the implementation of the top boundary condition. The thickness 

of this additional layer is ℓq: ℓq is the average vertical distance between the MPL top surface 

average position and this plane. To compute the assembly through-plane diffusion coefficient, 

the top BC (C = c2) is applied over this top plane surface. The region in blue is a region where 

a large value of the diffusion coefficient (1 m2/s, thus 105 greater than the diffusion coefficient 

in the pores) is imposed so that the diffusion transport resistance of this region is negligible. 

The bottom boundary condition (C = c1) is imposed over the plane adjacent to the first fiber 

voxel in the vertical direction in the image. 

As indicated in Table 2, the MPL reduces the porosity of the assembly by 8% to 10% 

depending on the presence of cracks or not compared to the GDM alone. The MPL thickness 

is about 76 μm in average, which agrees with the apparent MPL thickness of SGL 22BB 

characterized in [10]. The thickness of the GDM alone is about 220 μm, but there is an 

important overlap between the MPL and the GDM.  

 

Table 2. GDM and GDM/MPL assembly through plane diffusion properties.  

 GDM without 

 MPL 

GDL with 

cracked MPL 

GDL with crack 

free MPL 

Thickness ℓ (µm) 220 236 236 

Porosity 0.88 0.81 0.8 

Through plane effective relative 

diffusion coefficient  

e 

0.8 0.66 0.6 

Through plane diffusive resistance 

r/rt�/Qu=/:\ (r = ℓeℰ����� )  

1 1.4 1.6 

 

4.2.1 GDM through plane effective diffusion coefficient 

A digital 3D-image of the GDM alone is obtained from the image of the GDM-MPL assembly 

by changing the MPL voxels into gas voxels. Then, the through plane effective diffusion 
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coefficient of the GDM alone is computed numerically solving the diffusion equation in the 

pore space using the same method as for the MPL effective diffusion tensor computation. Only 

the through plane component of the tensor is considered in what follows. This yields a relative 

diffusion coefficient 
�dOOSS�wxy����� = 
e ≈ 0.8. This value is in good agreement with the literature 

for the porosity (A = 0.88) of the considered GDM. For example, a semi-analytical model based 

on the fiber organization was proposed in [50]. This model reads, 

�dOO����� = 
e =  
z oq.{Q
.{V4.{Q
.{V + }z.qQ).qVp      (16) 

Applying Eq. (16) yields 

e = 0.88, which is, however, a bit larger than the value obtained from 

our simulations. As discussed in [50], another analytical model commonly used for fibrous 

medium reads, 

�dOO����� = 
e = ~VQV(
QV(��
        (17) 

where � and A@ are two parameters fitted from experiments. According to [50], A@ = 0.11, � = 

0.875 for application to GDM. This leads to 

e = 0.89 that is again a bit greater than the value 

obtained from the simulations. This difference with the analytical model prediction is 

discussed in [27], where it is shown that the analytical or semi-analytical models overestimate 

the relative effective diffusion coefficient compared to the experiments. This is explained by 

the effect of the binder in the fibrous medium. The results presented in [50] can be described 

using a Bruggeman like relationship with an exponent -3, that is f = AQ), which for A = 0.88 

gives 

e = 0.68, lower than our value of 0.8. In this regard, it should be noticed that the GDMs 

considered in [50] are not from SIGRACET. They might contain more binder. Also, the GDL 

is compressed in [50], which is not the case of our GDL. This important point is further 

discussed in Section 5. Finally, as indicated in Table 2, the value of 0.8 from our simulations 

is in good agreement with the LBM simulations on reconstructed GDMs presented in [51], 

where a Bruggeman like relationship with an exponent 1.61 was found to represent the data 

obtained from the numerical simulations, i.e. f = AQ
.z
. For our data, a best fit leads to a 

slightly greater exponent, f = AQ
.{q. 

 

4.2.2 GDM-MPL assembly through plane effective diffusion coefficient 

In order to evaluate the impact of cracks in the MPL, two cases are considered: with and 

without cracks. To obtain a GDM-MPL assembly without cracks, the crack voxels are 

converted into MPL voxel according to the following procedure. Two planes are determined 
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by computing the average position of the more advanced (least advanced respectively) MPL 

voxels in the through plane direction in the image. These planes are illustrated in Fig. 8b and 

correspond to the horizontal planes separated by thickness ℓ4 + ℓ) . As illustrated in Fig.8b, 

all crack voxels located between these two planes are converted into MPL voxel to obtain the 

GDM-MPL assembly without cracks. Results of simulations are reported in Table 2. The 

calculation of the through plane effective diffusion coefficient of the GDL with MPL in Table 

2 first shows the impact of the MPL. The effective diffusion coefficient is reduced by a factor 

0.82 with the MPL with cracks and 0.75 with the crack free MPL compared to the value for 

the GDM alone. A somewhat similar significant reduction in the effective diffusion coefficient 

was reported in [38] from simulations over reconstructed GDM and MPL with a decrease of 

40 % in the effective diffusion coefficient. As discussed in [39], the decrease in the effective 

diffusion coefficient compared to the GDM alone depends on the ratio between the MPL 

effective diffusion coefficient and that for the GDM as well as the size of the MPL-GDM 

overlapping region. Since the thickness of the GDM-MPL assembly is different from the 

thickness of the GDM alone, it is more insightful to discuss the results in term of overall 

diffusion resistance [27]. The diffusion flux through a layer of thickness ℓ is expressed as, 

� =  ℰ�DEE ∆ℓ =  ℰ�!"#$ 
e ∆ℓ = ∆,        (18) 

Where ∆� is the concentration difference across the layer. Eq. (18) defines the layer diffusion 

resistance as r = ℓeℰ�����. Using the data in Table 2, the MPL-GDM assembly diffusion 

resistance is 60 % larger in the presence of cracks and 80 % in the absence of cracks compared 

to the GDM alone. The crack free GDM-MPL diffusion resistance is therefore about 10% 

larger than for the GDM-MPL assembly with cracks. This is a clear indication that the cracks 

facilitate the oxygen access to the catalyst layer (when they are free of liquid water). 

 

Table 3. Expression of diffusion resistances used in the resistance models sketched in Fig. 8.  

 Cracked MPL Uncracked MPL 

R1 ℓ
ft�/ℰt�/�!"#$ 
ℓ
ft�/ℰt�/�!"#$ 

R2 ℓ4f=�D�#�@(1 − ℰ�ℰ=�D�#�@�!"#$ 
ℓ4f=�D�#�@ℰ=�D�#�@�!"#$ 

R3 ℓ)f/:\(1 − ℰ�ℰ/:\�!"#$ 
ℓ)f/:\ℰ/:\�!"#$ 

R4 (ℓ4 + ℓ)�f/:\ℰ�!"#$  
- 
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An interesting question is the impact of the overlapping region between the GDM and the MPL 

[39]. Let-us assume no overlap. Then from the definition of the diffusion resistance, the 

diffusion resistance of the assembly is simply the sum of the MPL and GDM resistances,  

(ℓwxy�ℓy�]�ewxy�y�]ℰwxy�y�] =  ℓwxyewxyℰwxy + ℓy�]ey�]ℰy�]       (19) 

 where ℓt�/ = ℓ
 + ℓ4 and ℓ/:\ = ℓ4 + ℓ). Using the data from Tables 1 and 2 and the 

thickness values indicated in Fig.8, this gives 1./ft�/Q/:\= 0.64 in the case of an uncracked 

MPL, which is greater than the computed value of 0.6 (Table 2, uncracked MPL). The total 

diffusive resistance of the assembly in the absence of overlap is greater than the resistance with 

overlap (
,wxy�y�]� 6�6�d���(,wxy   = 1.76 against 1.6 with the overlap without cracks in the MPL, 

Table 2), mainly due to the greater thickness of the assembly in the absence of overlap.  

Referring to Fig. 8b, the consideration of the overlap zone in the resistance model leads to the 

following relationship,  

(ℓ��ℓ7�ℓ��ewxy�y�]ℰwxy�y�] =  ℓ�ewxyℰwxy + ℓ7e6�d���(ℰ6�d���( + ℓ�ey�]ℰy�]        (20) 

where f=�D�#�@ is the tortuosity of the overlap zone. The latter can be estimated from the 

relationship,  

f=�D�#�@ = ������dOO�6�d���( = ������dOO�y�]  �dOO�y�]�dOO�6�d���( = f/:\ft�/    (21) 

whereas the porosity in the overlap region is given by ℰ=�D�#�@ = ℰt�/ℰ/:\. Using the latter 

relationship and Eq.(21) and applying Eq.(20) leads to 1/ft�/Q/:\ = 0.53. This is smaller 

than the computed value (0.6 in Table 2 for the case of the crack free MPL) but clearly 

illustrates the impact of the overlap on the diffusion process [52] from the comparison with the 

value 0.64 in the absence of overlap.  

In the case of the MPL with cracks the relative through plane effective coefficient is larger as 

shown in Table 2. Considering the cracks in the resistance model is not difficult as sketched in 

Fig.8b. This leads to the relationship, 

 

(ℓ��ℓ7�ℓ��ewxy�y�]ℰwxy�y�] =  ℓ�ewxyℰwxy + 

�j(ℓ7�ℓ���(
QVj��ℓ7�6�d���(ℰ6�d���( �ℓ��y�]ℰy�] ���     (22) 

 

where A represents the crack volume fraction in the MPL. From image analysis, A ≈ 16%. 

Applying Eq.(22) yields ft�/Q/:\ = 0.67, which is in excellent agreement with the numerical 

simulation computed value 0.66 reported in Table 2.  
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5. Impact of GDM compression 

The GDM-MPL assembly is compressed in a PEMFC whereas the 3D digital image of the 

GDM-MPL assembly obtained via XCT illustrated in Figs. 2 and 8 corresponds to an 

uncompressed assembly. The compression of the MPL can be expected to be negligible 

compared to the GDM. It has been shown that the compression has an impact on the GDL 

transport properties, e.g. [53], [54] and references therein. Thickness compression rates in the 

range [15% - 47%] are for example considered in [54]. In this regard, it would be certainly 

interesting to obtain images of the compressed GDM-MPL assembly via XCT, as for instance 

in [27] or [54], and repeat the numerical simulations. However, since we do not have such 

images, insights on the impact of the compression can be gained by adapting Eq. (22). 

Considering that the MPL is not affected by the compression, the compression impacts the 

GDM thickness, porosity and tortuosity outside the overlap region where the GDM properties 

are assumed not affected by the compression. Following [55], the porosity of the GDM can be 

estimated from the relationship At�\ = V�Q�
Q� , where Ag is the porosity of the uncompressed 

GDM and � is the GDM thickness compression rate defined as � = ℓ�Qℓℓ� , where ℓg is the 

thickness of the uncompressed medium and ℓ is that of the compressed medium. As discussed 

in Section 4.2.1, the GDM tortuosity can be described by a power law, namely  ft�\ =  At�\Q
.{q. 

Accordingly, Eq. (22) can be expressed as  

 

(ℓ�(
Q���ℓ7�ℓ��ewxy�y�]ℰwxy�y�] =  ℓ
(1 − �� oV�Q�
Q� pQ4.{q + 

�j(ℓ7�ℓ���(
QVj��ℓ7�6�d���(ℰ6�d���( �ℓ��y�]ℰy�] ���  (23) 

where ℰt�/Q/:\ = ℓ�(
Q��o������� p�ℓ7ℰ6�d���(�ℓ�ℰy�](ℓ��ℓ7�ℓ�� .  

As illustrated in Fig.9, the equivalent resistance model with compression shows that the impact 

of cracks on the assembly through plane diffusion coefficient compared to the case without 

cracks is similar at different compression ratio, a little bit more important at high compression. 

For a typical compression rate of 20%, the effective diffusion coefficient decreases by about 

10%. Based on the results shown in Fig.9, it can be concluded that the impact of the 

compression is comparable in magnitude to the impact of the cracks 
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Fig. 9. GDM-MPL assembly through plane effective diffusion coefficient for different 

compression rates from equivalent resistance model (Eq.(23)).  

 

6. Conclusion  

The calculated effective diffusivity tensor from the MPL microstructure digital image data is 

diagonal, and almost isotropic for the length scales considered in the present study (minimum 

cube side of 250 nm). 

A multiscale approach was developed to study the gas diffusion properties of the GDM-MPL 

assembly from numerical simulations on 3D -digital images obtained via FIB-SEM (MPL) and 

X-ray computed tomography (GDM, GDM-MPL assembly). The MPL matrix effective 

diffusion tensor was characterized and shown to be slightly anisotropic. The commonly used 

assumption of isotropy is therefore quite reasonable for the MPL sample size considered in the 

present study.  

Knudsen diffusion is important in the MPL. It was shown that the effective diffusion 

coefficients (diagonal terms of the tensor) decrease by 40% compared to the computation 

considering the Fick diffusion only.   

The simulation procedure was compared against experimental data confirming, as suggested 

in [48], that Bruggeman model with the exponent 0.5 overestimates the effective diffusion 

coefficient.  

Computation of the through plane effective diffusion coefficient of the GDM-MPL assembly 

shows that the MPL has a quite significant impact on the GDM-MPL diffusion property 
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compared to the GDM alone. Consistently with previous works, the MPL-GDM overlap region 

has a quite noticeable impact on the diffusion resistance of the assembly. Somewhat 

surprisingly, MPL cracks have a relatively weak impact on the assembly diffusive resistance, 

with a reduction by about 10%. 

An equivalent resistance model was used to characterize the GDM-MPL assembly through 

plane diffusion coefficient. This model was shown to be consistent with the numerical 

simulations. This model was used to explore the impact of the GDM compression on the 

diffusion property of the GDM-MPL assembly and it was found that the impact of the 

compression is on the same order of magnitude as the impact of the cracks in the MPL.   
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